
FORCE-ON-FORCE 
MANDIBLE
OPERATOR’S MANUAL

OPERATION

WEAPON SIGHTING
The Force-on-Force Mandible uses a soft, flexible 
protective fabric with foam inserts that conform to 
your weapon stock to enable sighting while in use.

STEP-IN VISOR ATTACHMENT

Slide the Step-In Visor attachment 
clip into the rail tracks on the 
mandible arms.
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Attach the Step-In Visor to the 
attachment clips.
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CLEANING AND CARE
1. Spot-clean rigid components with a mild detergent and water.
2. Visually check the components for signs of breakage. 
3. Clean dust and dirt by using air pressure. 

NOTE: IF ANY DEFECTS ARE FOUND, THE DAMAGED COMPONENTS SHOULD BE REPLACED BEFORE USE. For helmets equipped with Ops-Core® ARC Rails

This product is covered by one or more patents. 
For more information visit www.gentexcorp.com/patents
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Helmet not included



INTRODUCTION POSITION ADJUSTMENT

INSTALLATION

ABOUT YOUR FORCE-ON-FORCE MANDIBLE

The Ops-Core Force-on-Force Mandible is a lightweight, one size fits all accessory that offers protection from 
training munitions as well as blunt impact protection. The mandible is Compatible with any helmet equipped 
with Ops-Core ARC Rails. 

2   ADJUST MANDIBLE POSITION

Loosen the adjustment screws to adjust the mandible arms to the 
desired vertical or fore-aft position and tighten the screws to hold.

2   FASTEN REAR STRAPS 

Pull the rear straps so they are snug and attach 
the hook fastener tabs to the helmet’s loop 
fastener at the rear of the helmet. 
 
NOTE: If your helmet does not have loop 
fastener, overlap the tabs and fasten them 
to each other.

TO REMOVE THE MANDIBLE: Unfasten the 
rear straps and slide the attachment arms 
out of the ARC Rails.

1   ATTACH TO ARC RAILS

Slide the dovetail of the attachment arms into 
the top rail tracks of the ARC Rails far enough 
for the detent to engage.

1   DETACH SIDE PANELS

Detach the side panels from the mandible arms.

3   REATTACH SIDE PANELS

Reattach the side panels to the mandible arms.
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